
 

 

 

Support for Early Childhood Education 

＆ Care by Sony Education Foundation 



 For the Next Generation  

     Dr.  Masaru Ibuka, SONY’s founder thought that science 

education for young generation was essential for the 

reconstruction of Japan after World War Ⅱ.  

   In the prospectus of SONY, he clearly stated  

“Make science widely known among the public is  

our mission”  Since 1959, SONY has been  

engaged in activities to nurture the creativity of  

children who will create the future through  

supporting educational programs on science. 

     By the recent progress of the brain science, it has 

become well understood that many impressive experiences 

in childhood are accumulated to the old cortex of the brain 

and cultivate passion of the child greatly. This finding would 

be a proof that his intuition is correct. 

      

The prospectus 



     The Sony Education foundation  will continue to support 

preschool education for young children and science education for 

elementary and junior high school students to nurture their 

curiosity, sensitivity, creativity and passion. 

 For the Next Generation  

      

    Actually, we started the program, Sony Fund for the Promotion 

of Science Education, to honor and support elementary schools 

in 1959.  In 1963, the Association of Award Winning Schools 

Convention for the Sony Fund for the Promotion of Science 

Education in Japan was established and SEF started to support 

the association. 

   The Early Development Activity Center (EDA) was established 

in 1969, with the aim of fostering well-balanced character 

development in young individuals .  In 2007, we started the 

photo contest for parents to spread our concept. 



Early Development Activity (1969-2001)   

The Early Development Activity 

Center (EDA) was established in 

1969 by Masaru Ibuka (1908-

1997), with the aim of fostering 

well-balanced character 

development  in young individuals 

to prepare them for the future 

stages.  
Dr. Masaru Ibuka 

Throughout its history, the EDA has emphasized the importance 

of the "mother and child relationship" and "sound emotional 

development" in child rearing.  

       



History of SONY ECEC support 

Sony Fund for the Promotion of Science Education for 

elementary and secondary school 

Support for Early development  & pre-school education 

The book “Kindergarten is too late”  

Two activities were merged 

Sony Preschool Education program  

1st survey on ECEC perceptions 

The book  “ Mindset for science can be nurtured during 

                   infancy or early childhood” 

Photo contest for parents     

“Capture the scientific moment of children” 

2nd survey and Analysis of the survey 
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Sony Preschool Education Program (2002- ) 
 

    Theme:  Nurturing Scientific Minds 

         ~Cultivating the roots of keen sensitivity and creativity~ 

EDA activities with 30 years history has transformed into this 

program, after intensive discussion by many ECEC specialists. 

Preschool Education Award : 

  to honor and support nursery and kindergarten. 

Childcare person and teacher support:  

  Workshops, Case introduction (Web & booklet) 

Photo contest for parents :  

  “ Capture the scientific moment of children “ 



 

 

1. Wow! How strange! A mind that is surprised, moved, and  

      provoked to imagine by events that occur around them. 
 

2. A mind that is fond of nature and is surprised and moved  

      at nature’s wonder and beauty. 
 

3. A mind that is fond of familiar animals and plants, organizes the importance of life and 

coexists with various life forms and cares for people and nature. 
 

4. A mind that learns how to cherish things and learns the proper path of appreciation 

and compassion as a human being through involvement with people, things and 

events in daily life. 
 

5. A mind that finds joy in playing, learning and living together. 
 

6. A mind with a sense of wonder that asks and thinks “Why? How come?” through 

involvement with “familiar events, people, things and nature.” Curiosity and creativity 
nurtured from finding the answer and expressing the joy of understanding. 
 

7.   The joy of thinking and creating and the motivation to finish something to the end 

through expressing one’s thoughts and ideas in different ways (physical expression, 

word, sounds and sculpture/painting/making things).  

What is the Mindset for Science?  



Project Framework for ECEC 
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3. Child’s photo contest  

1. Sony Preschool Education Award 

2. Web site, Case introduction 

to honor and support excellent 

child care centers and 

kindergartens 

To encourage information 

exchange between teachers and 

parents 

To develop parents’ 

knowledge for scientific mind 



1.Sony Preschool Education Award 

- The foundation calls for papers on  

 child-care practices and plans regarding  

  the main topics of “Nurturing Mindset for 

  Science” from kindergartens and day care 

centers nationwide. 
 

- After the evaluation of submitted papers 

  and on-site interviews, the foundation 

  honors and provides with subsidies for  

  the kindergartens and nursery schools 

  that are highly motivated to apply unique 

  and excellent approaches to preschool 

  education. 

     To encourage excellent practices in preschool education, the 

Sony Education  Foundation established  this Award in 2002. 



2.Provide useful information for teachers  

Up-dated  informative cases 

(Web and booklet)  

Web site Booklets 



Collaboration with Ministry of Education 

 

1. Official support for major activities (such as 

Excellent ECEC practice workshops, Teachers 

workshops,  Award Ceremony) by Ministry. 

 

2. Specialists from ministry give lectures in major 

workshops. 

 

3. Specialists from ministry judge excellent 

practice award. 

 



3 Photo contest for parents 

      “Capture the scientific moment of children” 

Capture the moment when 

child is inspired by Scientific Mind. 

 “This acorn falls faster ( than others ) !” “Play with own Shadow.” 

1st Prize winner 



 

 

1. Wow! How strange! A mind that is surprised, moved, and  

      provoked to imagine by events that occur around them. 
 

2. A mind that is fond of nature and is surprised and moved  

      at nature’s wonder and beauty. 
 

3. A mind that is fond of familiar animals and plants, organizes the importance of life and 

coexists with various life forms and cares for people and nature. 
 

4. A mind that learns how to cherish things and learns the proper path of appreciation 

and compassion as a human being through involvement with people, things and 

events in daily life. 
 

5. A mind that finds joy in playing, learning and living together. 
 

6. A mind with a sense of wonder that asks and thinks “Why? How come?” through 

involvement with “familiar events, people, things and nature.” Curiosity and creativity 
nurtured from finding the answer and expressing the joy of understanding. 
 

7.   The joy of thinking and creating and the motivation to finish something to the end 

through expressing one’s thoughts and ideas in different ways (physical expression, 

word, sounds and sculpture/painting/making things).  

What is the Mindset for Science?  



We continue to seek for further progress 

in Early Childhood Education in Japan. 

Sony Education Foundation 

 http://www.sony-ef.or.jp/english/ 


